
APPENDIX F 

The CYCLE OF URANO And The PERIODICITA' Of the WAR AMERICAN
[ 1 ] 

Material volumes can be written on the argument of the regularity of the war. However, because of the 
limited space this written will only serve like a general introduction to the argument. The attention will 
be on the correlation between the quarter of cycle of Urano and the war American. 
Binoculars are the "governing sign" of the United States, like defined from the positions of planets to its 
birth. Urano also is known like the "revolutionary planet", causing destruction and war. The argument 
will show that the quarter of cycle of Urano of 21 years is in relation with the war in this country.  
The three more meaningful wars in the history American in the terms of attack to the government shape 
and the relative number of lost screw, have been: 

1. The Revolutionary War officially began with the subscription of the Declaration of 
Independence the 4 July 1776. This date defined the birth of the United States. 

2. The Civil War officially began the 12 Opens them 1861 with the fire Sumter Strongly. This 
date was a cycle of Urano (84 years and 9 months) after the subscription of the Declaration of 
Independence in 1776. 

3. II the World war ended in Europe the 30 Opens them 1945 when Adolph Hitler killed. This 
date was a cycle of Urano (84 years) after the beginning of the Civil War in 1861 and two 
cycles of Urano after the subscription of the Declaration of Independence in 1776.  

The three greater wars listed over coincided with the return of Urano to the same position in the sky. 
The F Figure.1 extension the position of Urano during ognuna of the greater wars in the United States. 
From birth of the United States in 1776, Urano has entered in the Binoculars three times. These dates are 
shown on the bottom in the F Figure.1. When the Declaration of Independence was signed in 1776 
Urano was to 10° Twin. To the beginning of the Civil War in the 1861 Urano it was to 11° Twin. 
Similarly, the end of the Second World war in the 1945 coincided with the arrival of Urano to 12° Twin. 
It observes that this area in the cycle of Urano also was identified in Lesson VIII like nodal point of the 
securities market, shown on Diagrams VIII.To and VIII.B. 
Urano will return of new to this position in year 2029, that it coincides also with the return of the cycle 
of 45 years of Saturno - - Urano to the same position like to the nodal point in the securities market in 
1982.  
In the opposite part to Binoculars in the circle there is Sagittario, that it is shown to the top of the F 
Figure.1. This area coincided with "the smaller" wars of: 

1. The war of 1812 ended 24 December 1814 when Urano was to 3° Sagittario. 
2. The Hispanic war - American finished 10 December 1898 with the company of the Treaty of 

Paris. In this Urano date was to 4° Sagittario. 
These two opposite positions in Gemelli and Sagittario are the points where Urano catches up 0° of 
latitude. They have coincided with every war greater American except two: 

1. The First World war finished 9 November 1918.
[ 2 ] 

2. The involvement of the United States in the War of the Vietnam began in December 1962 
when Kennedy authorized the "military advisers", than he sent here, to answer to the fire if it 
attacks to you, and it increased their number to 11000. 
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The position of Urano during both these wars 90° from was previously listed greater wars. 
It confronts the dates of the seven wars shown in Figure 8.2 and on Diagrams VIII.To and VIII.B. dates 
when Urano not only reached its nodes coincided with the changes of tendency in the securities market, 
but also with all the greater wars in the United States.  

F Figure.1 
Coincidence of the squares of Urano with the war American. 
 

[ 1 ]
 The author is unaware of of every other source that addresses to the material introduced in this appendix.

 

[ 2 ]
 The World war began in the geographic area near the called country hour Bosnia. The running tensions in Bosnia have 

coincided with the return of Urano to its position to the explosion of the World war.  
Note: This is a computer translation of the original webpage. It is provided for general information only and should not be regarded as complete nor 

accurate.
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